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If Bigfoot is an Ancient Primate or an 
Undiscovered Human, why is the 
Creature Seen Around Balls of Light and 
Other Paranormal Phenomena?

Thousands of people have witnessed bigfoot and other 
strange creatures for decades in North America and 
worldwide. In many cases, these encounters have been followed up and documented 
including physical evidence by trained investigators. Is bigfoot an undiscovered primate, 
a relic hominid, or an alien species? And why are so many encounters also filled with 
unusual and extraordinary phenomena like luminosities, time slips, and telepathic 
interactions. 
 
Dark Matter Monsters examines critical, new scientific findings in coherent energy-
matter and how these ideas help explain seemingly paranormal phenomena, like 
space-time anomalies and orbs, seen around creatures such as bigfoot and other 
mysterious cryptids. Are cryptids related to ball lightning and orbs? Coherent matter 
was a subject of interest to inventor Nicola Tesla over one hundred years ago and many 
researchers, such as Fleischmann and Pons, who did cold fusion experiments at the 
University of Utah in the late 1980s. Japanese, American and Russian scientists like 
Takaaki Matsumoto, Kenneth Shoulders, and Alexander Parkhomov have seen similar 
results. 



 
You’ll Discover:

• What often happens right before a bigfoot encounter and why
• Sudden temperature changes around bigfoot, orbs, and UFOs
• Is the Hitchhiker Effect for real? Or is it something else?
• The Spooky Aharanov-Bohm Effect
• How Godel’s Incompleteness Theorem relates to bigfoot
• A midwestern US town that completely lost all electrical devices and power 

for an entire day
• The connection between the Fifth State of Matter and ball lightning
• Strange space-time anomalies experienced around bigfoot creatures
• How weird gravitational effects are caused by ball lightning
• Unexplained camera and battery failure around cryptids and crop circles
• Why a Pentagon Program called AAWSAP did research at Skinwalker Ranch

“I have been waiting a long time for a book just like this one: Dark Matter 
Monsters. That’s because sociologist Simeon Hein Ph.D. has finally 

developed a solid, plausible and scientifically well-argued solution to one of 
the most confounding mysteries of our time: The true nature of Bigfoot but 
also a host of other paranormal mysteries, from UFOs and ghosts to orbs 

and encounters with parallel universes.”—Ken Korczak, medium.com
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